Abstract. This paper is on the implementation of high level communication abstractions in dynamic systems (i.e., systems where the entities can enter and leave arbitrarily). Two abstractions are investigated, namely the read/write register and add/remove/get set data structure. The paper studies the join protocol that a process has to execute when it enters the system, in order to obtain a consistent copy of the (register or set) object despite the uncertainty created by the net effect of concurrency and dynamicity. It presents two join protocols, one for each abstraction, with provable guarantees.
Introduction
Dynamic systems The passage from statically structured distributed systems to unstructured ones is now a reality. Smart environments, P2P systems and networked systems are examples of modern systems where the application processes are not aware of the current system composition. Because they are run on top of a dynamic distributed system, these applications have to accommodate a constantly change of the their membership (i.e., churn) as a natural ingredient of their life. As an extreme, an application can cease to run when no entity belongs to the membership, and can later have a membership formed by thousands of entities.
Considering the family of state-based applications, the main issue consists in maintaining their state despite membership changes. This means that a newcomer has to obtain a valid state of the application before joining it (state transfer operation). This is a critical operation as a too high churn may prevent the newcomer from obtain such a valid state. The shorter the time taken by the join procedure to transfer a state, the highest the churn rate the join protocol is able to cope with.
Join protocol with provable guarantees This paper studies the problem of joining a computation that implements a distributed shared memory on the top of a messagepassing dynamic distributed system. The memory we consider is made up of the noteworthy object abstractions that are the regular registers and the sets. For each of them, a notion of admissible value is defined. The aim of that notion is to give a precise meaning to the object value a process can obtain in presence of concurrency and dynamicity.
The paper proposes two join protocols (one for each object type) that provide the newcomer with an admissible value. To that end, the paper considers an underlying synchronous system where, while processes can enter and leave the application, their number remains always constant.
While the regular register object is a well-known shared memory abstraction introduced by Lamport [9] , the notion of a set object in a distributed context is less familiar. The corresponding specification given in this paper extends the notion of weak set introduced by Delporte-Gallet and Fauconnier in [4] .
Roadmap The paper is made up of 7 sections. First, Section 2 introduces the register and set objects (high level communication abstractions), and Section 3 presents the underlying computation model. Then, Sections 4 and 5 presents two join protocols, each suited to a specific object. Finally, Section 6 discusses related works, and Section 7 concludes the paper.
Distributed Shared Memory Paradigm
A distributed shared memory is a programming abstraction, built on top of a message passing system, that allows processes to communicate and exchange informations by invoking operations that return or modify the content of shared objects, thereby hiding the complexity of the message exchange needed to maintain it.
One of the simplest shared objects that can be considered is a register. Such an object provides the processes with two operations called read and write. Objects such as queues, stacks are more sophisticated objects.
It is assumed that every process it sequential: it invokes a new operation on an object only after receiving an answer from its previous object invocation. Moreover, we assume a global clock that is not accessible to the processes. This clock can be seen as measuring the real time as perceived by an external observer that would not part of the system.
Base Definitions
An operation issued on a shared object is not instantaneous: it takes time. Hence, two operations executed by two different processes, may overlap in time. Two events (denoted invocation and the response) are associated with each operation. They occur at the beginning (invocation time) and at the end of the operation (return time).
Given two operation op and op having respectively invocation times t B (op) and t B (op ), and return times t E (op) and t E (op ), respectively, we say that op precedes op (op ≺ op ) iff t E (op) < t B (op ). If op does not precede op and op does not precede op then they are concurrent (op||op ).
Definition 1 (Execution History). Let H be the set of all the operations issued on a shared object O. An execution history H = (H, ≺) is a partial order on H satisfying the relation ≺.
Definition 2 (Sub-history H t of H at time t). Given an execution history H = (H, ≺) and a time t, the sub-history H t = (H t , ≺ t ) of H at time t is the sub-set of H such that:
Regular register: definition
A register object R has two operations. The operation write(v) defines the new value v of the register, while the operation read() returns a value from the register. The semantic of a register is given by specifying which are the values returned by its read operations. Without loss of generality, we consider that no two write operations write the same value.
This paper consider a variant of the regular register abstraction as defined by Lamport [9] . In our case, a regular register can have any number of writers and any number of readers [12] . The writes appear as if they were executed sequentially, this sequence complying with their real time occurrence order (i.e., if two writes w 1 and w 2 are concurrent they can appear in any order, but if w 1 terminates before w 2 starts, w 1 has to appear as being executed before w 2 ). As far as a read operation is concerned we have the following. If no write operation is concurrent with a read operation, that read operation returns the last value written in the register. Otherwise, the read operation returns any value written by a concurrent write operation or the last value of the register before these concurrent writes.
Definition 3 (Admissible value for a read() operation). Given a read() operation op, a value v is admissible for op if:
Definition 4 (Admissible value for a regular register at time t). Given an execution history H = (H, ≺) of a regular register R and a time t, let H t = (H t , ≺ t ) be the subhistory of H at time t. An admissible value at time t for R is any possible admissible value v for an instantaneous read operation op executed at time t.
Set data structure: definition
A set object S can be accessed by processes by means of three operations: add() and remove() that modify the content of the set and get() that returns the current content of the set. The add(v) operation takes an input a parameter v and returns the value ok when it terminates. Its aim is to add the element v to S. Hence, if {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k } are the values belonging to S before the invocation of add(v), and if no remove(v) operation is executed concurrently, the value of the set will be {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k , v} after its invocation.
The remove(v) operation takes an input a parameter v and returns the value ok. Its aim is to delete the element v from S if v belongs to S, otherwise the remove operation has no effect.
The get() operation takes no input parameter. It returns a set containing the current content of S, without modifying the content of the object.
In a concurrency-free context, every get() operation returns the current content of the set. The content of the set is well-defined when the operations occur sequentially. In a concurrency context, In order to state without ambiguity the value returned by get() operation in a concurrency context, let us introduce the notion of admissible values for a get() operation op (i.e. V ad (op)) by defining two sets, denoted sequential set (V seq (op)) and concurrent set (V conc (op)).
Definition 5 (Sequential set for a get() operation). Given a get() operation op executed on S, the set of sequential values for op is a set V seq (op) containing all the values v such that:
As an example, let consider Figure 1 (a). The sequential set V seq (op) = {1, 2} because there exist two operations adding the values 1 and 2, respectively, that terminate before the get() operation and there is neither remove(1), nor remove(2), before the get(). Differently, V seq (op) = ∅ in Figure 1 (b).
Definition 6 (Concurrent set for a get() operation). Given a get() operation op executed on S, the set of concurrent values for the get() operation is a set V conc (op) containing all the value v such that:
REMOVE (3) ADD (2) REMOVE (2) GET()
When considering the execution of Figure 1 (c), V conc (op) = {1} because point 1 of the definition is satisfied, while in the execution of Figure 1 
Definition 7 (Admissible set for a get() operation). Given a get() operation op, a sequential set V seq (op) and a concurrent set V conc (op), a set V ad (op) is an admissible set of value for op if
As an example, let consider the four executions depicted in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 In order to take into consideration such point, consistency criteria have to be defined.
Definition 8 (Admissible Sets of values at time t).
An admissible set of values at time t for S (denoted V ad (t)) is any possible admissible set V ad (op) for any get() operation op that would occur instantaneously at time t.
As an example, consider the scenario depicted in Figure 2 . The sub-history at the time t is the partial order of all the operations started before t (i.e. the operations belonging to the set H t are add(4) and get() executed by p i , get(), remove(4) and add(1) executed by p j , and add(3) and remove(3) executed by p k .
The instantaneous get operation op is concurrent with add(1) executed by p j and with the remove(3) executed by p k . The sequential set for op V seq (op) is ∅ because for both the add operations preceding op there exists a remove not following op while the concurrent set for op V conc (op) is {1, 3}. The possible admissible sets for op (and then the possible admissible sets at time t) could be then (i) ∅, (ii) {1}, (iii) {3} and (iv) {1, 3}.
Joining a Computation in Dynamic Distributed System

System Model
The distributed system is composed, at each time, by a fixed number (n) of processes that communicate by exchanging messages. Processes are uniquely identified with their indexes and they may join and leave the system at any point in time.
The system is synchronous in the following sense. The processing times of local computations are negligible with respect to communication delays, so they are assumed to be equal to 0. Contrarily, messages take time to travel to their destination processes. Moreover we assume that processes can access a global clock (this is for ease of presentation; as we are in a synchronous system, such a global clock could be implemented by synchronized local clocks).
We assume that there exists an underling protocol, that keeps processes connected each other. This protocol is implemented at the connectivity layer (the layer at the bottom of Figure 3 ).
The Problem
Given a shared object O (e.g. a register or a set), it is possible to associate with it, at each time t, a set of admissible values. Processes continuously join the system along time and every process p i that enters the computation has no information about the current state of the object with the consequence of being unable to perform any operation. Therefore every process p i that wishes to enter into the computation needs to retrieve an admissible value for the object O from the other processes.
This problem is captured by adding a join() operation that has to be invoked by every joining process. This operation is implemented by a distributed protocol that builds an admissible value for the object.
Distributed Computation
A distributed computation is defined, at each time, by a subset of processes. A process p, belonging to the system, that wants to participate to the distributed computation has to execute the join() operation. Such an operation, invoked at some time t, is not instantaneous. But, from time t, the process p can receive and process messages sent by any other process that belongs to the system and that participate to the computation. Processes participating to the computation implements a shared object. A process leaves the computation in an implicit way. When it does, it leaves the computation forever and does not longer send messages. (From a practical point of view, if a process wants to re-enter the system, it has to enter it as a new process, i.e., with a new name.)
We assume that no process crashes during the computation (i.e., it does not crash from the time it joins the system until it leaves).
In order to formalize the set of processes that participate actively to the computation we give the following definition.
Definition 9.
A process is active from the time it returns from the join() operation until the time it leaves the system. A(t) denotes the set of processes that are active at time t, while A([t 1 , t 2 ]) denotes the set of processes that are active during the interval [t 1 , t 2 ]. Point-to-point communication This primitive allows a process p i to send a message to another process p j as soon as p i knows that p j has joined the computation. The network is reliable in the sense that it does not loose, create or modify messages. Moreover, the synchrony assumption guarantees that if p i invokes "send m to p j " at time t, then p j receives that message by time t + δ (if it has not left the system by that time). In that case, the message is said to be "sent" and "received".
Broadcast Processes participating to the distributed computation are equipped with an appropriate broadcast communication sub-system that provides the processes with two operations, denoted broadcast() and deliver(). The former allows a process to send a message to all the processes in the distributed system, while the latter allows a process to deliver a message. Consequently, we say that such a message is "broadcast" and "delivered". These operations satisfy the following property.
-Timely delivery: Let t be the time at which a process p belonging to the computation invokes broadcast(m). There is a constant δ (δ ≥ δ ) (known by the processes) such that if p does not leave the system by time t + δ, then all the processes that are in the system at time t and do not leave by time t + δ, deliver m by time t + δ.
Such a pair of broadcast operations has first been formalized in [7] in the context of systems where process can commit crash failures. It has been extended to the context of dynamic systems in [6] .
Churn Model
The phenomenon of continuous arrival and departure of nodes in the system is usually referred as churn. In this paper, the churn of the system is modeled by means of the join distribution λ(t), the leave distribution µ(t) and the node distribution N (t) [3] . The join and the leave distribution are discrete functions of the time that returns, for any time t, respectively the number of processes that have invoked the join operation at time t and the number of processes that have left the system at time t. The node distribution returns, for every time t, the number of processes inside the system. We assume, at the beginning, n 0 processes inside the system and we assume to have λ(t) = µ(t) = cn 0 (where c ∈ [0, 1] is a percentage of node of the system) meaning that at each time unit, the number of precess that joins the system is the same as the number of process that leave, i.e. the number of processes inside the system N (t) is always equal to n 0 .
Joining a Register Computation
The Protocol
Local variables at a process p i Each process p i has the following local variables.
-Two variables denoted register i and sn i ; register i contains the local copy of the regular register, while sn i is the associated sequence number. -A boolean active i , initialized to false, that is switched to true just after p i has joined the system. -Two set variables, denoted replies i and reply to i , that are used during the period during which p i joins the system. The local variable replies i contains the 3-uples < id, value, sn > that p i has received from other processes during its join period, while reply to i contains the processes that are joining the system concurrently with p i (as far as p i knows).
The local variables of each process p k (of the n processes that compose the initial set of processes) are such that register k contains the initial value of the regular register (say the value 0), sn k = 0, active k = true, and replies k = reply to k = ∅.
The join() operation When a process p i enters the system, it first invokes the join operation. The algorithm implementing that operation, described in Figure 4 , involves all the processes that are currently present (be them active or not). First p i initializes its local variables (line 01), and waits for a period of δ time units (line 02); This waiting period is explained later. If register i has not been updated during this waiting period (line 03), p i broadcasts (with the broadcast() operation) an INQUIRY(i) message to the processes that are in the system (line 04) and waits for 2δ time units, i.e., the maximum round trip delay (line 04) 3 . When this period terminates, p i updates its local variables register i and sn i to the most uptodate values it has received (lines 05-06). Then, p i becomes active (line 06), which means that it can answer the inquiries it has received from other processes, and does it if reply to = ∅ (line 07). Finally, p i returns ok to indicate the end of the join() operation (line 08).
operation join(i): (01) registeri ← ⊥; sni ← −1; active i ← false; repliesi ← ∅; reply toi ← ∅; (02) wait(δ);
if (sn > sni) then sni ← sn; registeri ← val end if (07) end if; (08) activei ← true; (09) for each j ∈ reply toi do send REPLY (< i, registeri, sni >) to pj; (10) return(ok).
else reply toi ← reply toi ∪ {j} (14)
end if.
(15) when REPLY(< j, value, sn >) is received: repliesi ← repliesi ∪ {< j, value, sn >}. When a process p i receives a message INQUIRY(j), it answers p j by return sending back a REPLY(< i, register i , sn i >) message containing its local variable if it is active (line 10). Otherwise, p i postpones its answer until it becomes active (line 11 and lines 06-07). Finally, when p i receives a message REPLY(< j, value, sn >) from a process p j it adds the corresponding 3-uple to its set replies i (line 13).
Why the wait(δ) statement at line 02 of the join() operation? To motivate the wait(δ) statement at line 02, let us consider the execution of the join() operation depicted in Figure 5 (a). At time τ , the processes p j , p h and p k are the three processes composing the system, and p j is the writer. Moreover, the process p i executes join() just after τ .The value of the copies of the regular register is 0 (square on the left of p j , p h and p k ), while register i = ⊥ (square on its left). The 'timely delivery" property of the broadcast invoked by the writer p j ensures that p j and p k deliver the new value v = 1 by τ + δ. But, as it entered the system after τ , there is no such a guarantee for p i . Hence, if p i does not execute the wait(δ) statement at line 02, its execution of the lines 03-05 can provide it with the previous value of the regular register, namely 0. If after obtaining 0, p i issues another read it obtains again 0, while it should obtain the new value v = 1 (because 1 is the last value written and there is no write concurrent with this second read issued by p i ). The execution depicted in Figure 5 (b) shows that this incorrect scenario cannot occur if p i is forced to wait for δ time units before inquiring to obtain the last value of the regular register.
Joining a Set Computation
The Protocol
Local variables at process p i . Each process p i has the following local variables.
-Two variables denoted set i and sn i ; set i is a set variable and contains the local copy of the set, while sn i is an integer variable that count how many update operations have been executed by process p i on the local copy of the set. -A FIFO set variable last opsi used to maintain an history of the update operations executed by p i . Such variable contains all the 3-uples < val, op type, id > each one characterizing an update operation of type op type of the value val issued by a process with identity id. -A boolean active i , initialized to false, that is switched to true just after p i has joined the system. -Three set variables, denoted replies i , reply to i and pending i ,that are used in the period during which p i joins the system. The local variable replies i contains the 3-uples < set, sn, ops > that p i has received from other processes during its join period, while reply to i contains the processes that are joining the system concurrently with p i (as far as p i knows). The set pending i contains the 3-uples < val, op type, id > each one characterizes an update operation executed concurrently with the join.
Initially, n processes compose the system. The local variables of each of these processes p k are such that set k contains the initial value of the regular register (without loss of generality, we assume that, at the beginning, every process p k has nothing in its variable set k ), sn k = 0, active k = true, and pending k = replies k = reply to k = ∅.
The join() operation The algorithm implementing the join operation for a set object, is described in Figure 6 , and involves all the processes that are currently present (be them active or not).
operation join(i): (01) sni ← 0; lastops i ← ∅ seti ← ∅; active i ← false; pending i ← ∅; repliesi ← ∅; reply toi ← ∅; (02) wait(δ); broadcast INQUIRY(i); wait(2δ); (03) let < set, sn, ls >∈ repliesi such that (∀ < −, sn , − >∈ repliesi : sn ≥ sn ); (04) seti ← set; sni ← sn; lastop i ← ls; (05) for each j ∈ pendingi do (06) < val, type >← firstelement(pending);
else seti ← seti/val; (12) activei ← true; (13) for each j ∈ reply toi do send REPLY (< seti, sni, lastop i >) to pj; (14) return(ok).
else reply toi ← reply toi ∪ {j} (18) end if.
(19) when REPLY(< set, sn, ops >) is received: replyi ← replyi ∪ {< set, sn, ops >}. First p i initializes its local variables (line 01), and waits for a period of δ time units (line 02); the motivations for such waiting period are basically the same described for the regular register and it is needed to avoid that p i looses some update. After this waiting period, p i broadcasts (with the broadcast() operation) an INQUIRY(i) message to the processes that are in the system (line 03) and waits for 2δ time units, i.e., the maximum round trip delay (line 04) 4 . When this period terminates, p i first updates its local variables set i , sn i and last opsi to the most uptodate values it has received (lines 03-06) and then execute all the operations concurrent with the join contained in pending i and not yet executed (lines 05-11). Then, p i becomes active (line 12), which means that it can answer the inquiries it has received from other processes, and does it if reply to = ∅ (line 13). Finally, p i returns ok to indicate the end of the join() operation (line 14).
When a process p i receives a message INQUIRY(j), it answers p j by return sending back a REPLY(< set i , sn i , last opsi >) message containing its local variables if it is active (line 16). Otherwise, p i postpones its answer until it becomes active (line 17 and line 13). Finally, when p i receives a message REPLY(< set, sn, ops >) from a process p j it adds the corresponding 3-uple to its set replies i (line 19).
Correctness proofs
In this paper we did not detail the add and the remove protocols but, in order to prove the join protocol we assume that they are trivially executed by sending an update message using the broadcast primitives (i.e. their execution time is bounded by δ). At the receipt of the update message, every process simply adds or removes the value from the local copy of the set.
Proof Let us first consider the case t 0 = 0. We have |A(t 0 )| = n. Then, due to definition of c, we have |A[t 0 , t 0 + 1]| = n − nc. During the second time unit, nc new processes enter the system and replace the nc processes that left the system during that time unit. In the worst case, the nc processes that left the system are processes that were present at time t 0 (i.e., they are not processes that entered the system between t 0 and t 0 + 1). So, we have |A[t 0 , t 0 + 2]| ≥ n − 2nc. If we consider a period of 3δ time units, i.e. the longest period needed to terminate a join operation, we obtain |A[t 0 , t 0 + 3δ]| ≥ n−3δnc = n(1−3δc). Moreover, as c < 1/3δ, we have |A[t, t+3δ]| ≥ n(1−3δc) > 0. It is easy to see that the previous reasoning depends only on (1) the fact that there are n processes at each time t, and (2) the definition of the churn rate c, from which we conclude that ∀t :
Lemma 2. Let t 0 be the time at which the computation of a set object S starts, let H = (H, ≺) be the execution history of S and let H t1+3δ = (H t1+3δ , ≺) be the subhistory of H at time t 1 + 3δ. Let p i be a process that invoke the join() operation on S at time t 1 = t 0 + 1, if c < 1/3δ then at time t 1 + 3δ the local copy set i of S maintained by p i will be an admissible set at time t 1 + 3δ.
Proof Let us suppose by contradiction that the local copy set i of the set object S is not an admissible set at time t 1 + 3δ. If set i is not an admissible set at time t 1 + 3δ then there not exists an operation op = get() executed instantaneously at time t 1 + 3δ such that set i is an admissible set for op. This mean that
Case 1. If v ∈ V seq then there exists in H an add(v) operation such that add(v) ≺ op (i.e. t E add(v) < t + 3δ) and does not exist any remove(v) operation preceding or concurrent with op (i.e. t + 3δ < t B remove(v) ).
-If t B add(v) ≥ t then p i is already inside the system when the update operation starts and then, due to the broadcast property, p i will receive the update message sent by process p j and will include such operation to the buffer pending i . At time t 1 + 3δ, p i will execute lines 05 − 11 of Figure 6 and then will execute the buffered add(v) operation inserting v in set i . Since there not exist any remove(v) operation, v belongs to the set and we have a contradiction. -If t B add(v) < t 1 , p i has no guarantees to receive the update message sent from the issuing process p j but, due to the broadcast property, every active process at time t B add(v) will receive it and will execute the operation. Since t B add(v) ≥ t 0 and any update operation is bounded by δ, the wait statement in line 02 assures that such update operation is done by every active process before p i sends the INQUIRY message. Therefore, any active process that replies to p i has in its local copy of the set the value v and due to Lemma 1, there exists at least one of this active process that will be inside the computation from time t to time t 1 + 3δ and then it will reply to p i . Upon the reception of such set, p i will execute line 19 of Figure 6 by including the set j received (containing v) in its reply i buffer. At time t 1 + 3δ, p i will take from its buffer the entry with the highest sequence number and will copy such set into its local copy and then set i will contain v. Since there not exists any remove(v) operation, v belongs to the set and we have a contradiction.
Case 2. If v ∈ set i then (i) v belongs to one of the local copy of the sets received by some active process p j or (ii) v has been added by an add(v) operation whose execution has been postponed and buffered in pending i . Note that in the first case, since a value is inserted in the local copy of the set only if an add message is received and since messages are not created, then an add(v) operation exists before the end of the join() operation. If such an add(v) operation exists, before the end of the join() then v ∈ V seq or v ∈ V conc and we have a contradiction. 2 Lemma 2 Theorem 1. Let H = (H, ≺) be the execution history of a set object S and let p i be a process that invoke the join() operation on S at time t. If c < 1/3δ then at time t + 3δ the local copy set i of S maintained by p i will be an admissible set at time t + 3δ.
Proof Let us suppose by contradiction that the local copy set i of the set object S is not an admissible set at time t + 3δ. If set i is not an admissible set at time t + 3δ then there not exists an operation op = get() executed instantaneously at time t + 3δ such that set i is an admissible set for op. This mean that
-If t B add(v) ≥ t then p i was already inside the system when the update operation starts and then, due to the broadcast property, p i will receive the update message sent by some process p j and will include such operation to the buffer pending i . At time t + 3δ, p i will execute lines 05 − 11 of Figure 6 and then will execute the add(v) operation inserting v in set i . Since there not exist any remove(v) operation, v belongs to the set and we have a contradiction. -If t B add(v) < t, p i does not receive the update message from the process issuing the update and v is not contained in any set received as reply from the active processes. Each active process p j replying to p i could be active or not at time t B add(v) . If p j ∈ A(t B add(v) ) then p j have executed the update operation and has added v to its local copy of the set. Since no remove(v) operation happens, v is still in the local copy of the set maintained by p j and v is sent to p i . Hence p i has v in its local copy of the set and we have a contradiction. If p j / ∈ A(t B add(v) ) then p j has completed the join after the update (i.e. t E join(p j ) > t B add(v) ). Iterating the reasoning and considering that, for Lemma 1, there is always at least one active process that replies, we arrive to the situation of Lemma 2: there exist a process p k such that p k has received the update from the process issuing the add(v) operation inserting v in its local copy and then propagating it. This pose a contradiction.
Case 2. If v ∈ set i then (i) v belongs to one of the local copy of the sets received by some active process p j or (ii) v has been added by an add(v) operation whose execution has been postponed and buffered in pending i . Note that in the first case, since a value is inserted in the local copy of the set only if an add message is received and since messages are not created, then an add(v) operation exists before the end of the join() operation. If such a, add(v) operation exists before the end of the join() then v ∈ V seq or v ∈ V conc and we have a contradiction.
2 T heorem 1
Related Work
Dynamicity Model Dynamic systems are nowadays an open field of research and then new models able to capture all the aspects of such dynamicity are going to be defined. In [1, 11] are presented models, namely infinite arrival models, able to capture the evolution of the network removing the constraint of having a predefined and constant size n. However, such models do not give any indication on how the joins or the leaves happen during time. More Recently, other models have been proposed that take into account the process behavior. This is done by considering both probabilistic distribution [10] , or deterministic distribution [8] , on the join and leave of nodes (but in both cases the value of the system size is constant).
Regular Register Implementation in Dynamic Environment
To the best of our knowledge the regular register protocol described in [2] , in which is used the join procedure described in Section 4, is the first for distributed systems subject to churn. Other register protocols have been designed for mobile ad-hoc networks, e.g., [5] . Interestingly this protocol relies on a a form of deterministic broadcast, namely, geocast which is similar to our broadcast primitive in the sense that it ensures delivery to the processes that stay long enough in the system without leaving. Register protocols for MANET have been provided for synchronous systems.
Weak-Set Data Structure The weak-set data structure has been introduced in [4] . Such a data structure is shared among a set of processes and it contains a set of values. A weakset is defined by means of two operations: add and get that allow respectively to add a value to the data structure and to retrieve all the values contained in the data structure.
In particular the authors show how it is possible to implement such a data structure in a static system, by using a finite number of atomic register, in two particular cases: (i) when the number of processes is finite and known and (ii) when the set of possible values that can be added to the set is finite and they show that a weak-set is stronger that a regular register. However, for the definition given by the authors, it is not possible to remove elements from the set and they need an infinite number of atomic registers to be implemented in context different from the two ones proposed.
Conclusion
Shared objects are interesting abstractions that allow distributed programmers to develop applications relying on a shared memory paradigm that hides the complexity of the messages exchanged behind the memory implementation. In a classical distributed system, where the processes participating to the computation are known in advance, the implementation of a shared object only requires to define the protocols to be executed to modify the content of the object or to retrieve the values stored. In a dynamic distributed system, the set of processes participating to the computation change over time due to the churn action and a new process, that decides to participate at a certain time t, has no information about the state of the computation. Then, it is needed to define a specific procedure that makes possible, for a new process, to retrieve such knowledge. This paper addressed the problem of joining a distributed computation implementing a shared object in dynamic settings. Two shared objects, namely regular register and set, have been considered and a join protocol for each of them has been proposed and proved correct. In particular, given a shared object O, according with its specification, the admissible values for O at any time t are formally defined and the bounds on the churn, that make the implementation correct, have been calculated.
